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ABSTRACT
Co-option of cis-regulatory modules has been suggested as a mechanism for the evolution of expression sites during development. However, the extent
and mechanisms involved in mobilization of cisregulatory modules remains elusive. To trace the
history of non-coding elements, which may represent candidate ancestral cis-regulatory modules
affirmed during chordate evolution, we have
searched for conserved elements in tunicate and
vertebrate (Olfactores) genomes. We identified, for
the first time, 183 non-coding sequences that are
highly conserved between the two groups. Our
results show that all but one element are conserved
in non-syntenic regions between vertebrate and
tunicate genomes, while being syntenic among

vertebrates. Nevertheless, in all the groups, they
are significantly associated with transcription
factors showing specific functions fundamental to
animal development, such as multicellular
organism development and sequence-specific DNA
binding. The majority of these regions map onto
ultraconserved elements and we demonstrate that
they can act as functional enhancers within the
organism of origin, as well as in cross-transgenesis
experiments, and that they are transcribed in extant
species of Olfactores. We refer to the elements as
‘Olfactores conserved non-coding elements’.
INTRODUCTION
The sequencing of a large number of vertebrate genomes
has enabled the identiﬁcation of conserved non-coding
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differences several times (5,9,20–22). Limited evidence so
far relies on individual instances, which have been veriﬁed
in yeast, insects, sea urchins and tunicates (23–27). Such
evidence mostly involve the shift of individual binding
sites, a variation that could arise by non-conservation–
based mechanisms such as mutations followed by
stabilizing selection. Another mechanism for the spreading
and shufﬂing of regulatory regions relies on these regions
evolving from transposable elements, which has been
observed in mammalian genomes (28). Several studies
have previously shown that cis-regulatory elements can
shufﬂe during evolution within the same gene context,
i.e. changing location with respect to the gene structure,
but maintaining the association to the same gene
(26,29,30). A study in plants has also reported an event
of promoter shufﬂing generated by inter-chromosome and
subsequent intra-chromosome recombination (31). Kent
et al. (32) noticed an unexpected number of small fragments conserved between non-syntenic regions analyzing
mammalian genomes, and similarly, in the ENCODE
pilot project, the presence of small non-syntenic conserved
regions were reported (33). Therefore, non-syntenic rearrangements of conserved (hence potentially functional)
sequences did happen during evolution, and they are
unlikely to be the mere result of assembly errors, but no
further elucidation of their evolution and function has
been undertaken so far.
By using an approach that allows the identiﬁcation of
shufﬂed elements, we have previously demonstrated that
the number of functional vertebrate CNEs is signiﬁcantly
higher than reported by using BLAST-like approaches. We
identiﬁed syntenic rearrangements of regulatory sequences
that occurred in vertebrate conserved non-coding regions
(29). Our approach has also been successfully adopted in
the discovery of elements conserved between vertebrates
and the basal chordate amphioxus (10). Now, to evaluate
the existence of conserved non-coding sequences between
vertebrates and tunicates, we improved and extended our
methodology, using progressive alignments, randomizations and a strict false discovery rate (FDR) ﬁltering. We
were able to explore the conservation of putative regulatory
regions with unprecedented sensitivity and developed a
pipeline that led, for the ﬁrst time, to the discovery of 183
non-coding sequences conserved within Olfactores.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data selection
Local installations of the MySQL Ensembl databases
version 49 and the relative API (34) were used to extract
sequences and annotations from the next Olfactores
genomes: Mus musculus, Homo sapiens, Canis familiaris,
Danio rerio, Takifugu rubripes, Gasterosteus aculeatus,
Oryzias latipes, Ciona intestinalis, Ciona savignyi (see
Supplementary Table S1 for information about the used
Ensembl core databases and the relative genome builds).
Species were divided into three groups according to their
phylogenetic classiﬁcation: mammals, ﬁshes and tunicates.
For each group, a representative organism was chosen
and its sequences used as the reference genome in
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elements (CNEs) that are constrained during evolution.
They were shown to act as tissue-speciﬁc enhancers
mostly associated with transcription factors that are
active during development (1–4). Owing to this role,
CNEs are thought to play an important role in gene regulatory networks that specify body plans (5). Genes
associated with CNEs require complex spatial and
temporal cis-regulation, and indeed key developmental
genes contain arrays of CNEs in their intergenic and
intronic regions (3,4,6). While CNEs are present in
several groups of metazoans such as vertebrates, ﬂies and
nematodes and are the most conserved sequences within
these groups, they have diverged beyond recognition (if
they were originally related) among these groups (6).
Such enhancers can work in a modular and autonomous
way. They can be active and maintain their speciﬁcities regardless of the genetic background, such as associated promoters or genes, and can work in combination with other
enhancers from different genomic contexts (7–9). Finally,
they can also be functional when transfected from one
species to another even if their speciﬁcity is not always
retained (10–12). Limited evidence also supports the potential activity of enhancers across organisms belonging to
different groups. This was shown in the Hox locus for
some amphioxus enhancers tested in chicken, mouse and
Ciona experiments, as well as Ciona enhancers tested in
chicken (13,14).
Most comparative studies to date have focused on
mammalian and vertebrate genomes. Two studies (10,15)
have been able to ﬁnd functional CNEs between vertebrates and lancelets (amphioxus), which has been suggested to be the most basal chordate group (16).
Recently, an interesting article showed the conservation
of both sequence and function of a neural-speciﬁc
enhancer conserved among human, zebraﬁsh, amphioxus,
Saccoglossus, sea urchin and Nematostella (12). However,
the sequence of the enhancer is not conserved in tunicate
genomes (data not shown; Salvatore D’Aniello, personal
communication). Therefore, no CNEs between vertebrates
and tunicates have been reported so far, and several
studies propose that no such regions exist (2,15). The
CNEs discovered in amphioxus act as developmental
enhancers and are conserved in syntenic vertebrate
regions, which makes the lack of CNEs in tunicates an
interesting subject for further studies, given that they are
the proposed sister group of vertebrates (17). Regulatory
elements may have diversiﬁed too much to be recognizable
using common comparative genomic strategies, which
mainly rely on the identiﬁcation of collinearly conserved
elements found within orthologous loci. It is important to
point out that tunicate larvae present the classical
chordate body plan but they have greatly diverged at the
molecular level leading to the paradox that divergent gene
expression programs can lead to similar body plans (18).
In addition, in tunicates, many developmental genes
and signaling pathways are co-opted differentially as
compared with vertebrates [reviewed in (19)], making it
difﬁcult to understand where this divergence is embedded.
According to this reasoning, the existence of evolutionary phenomena termed ‘cis-regulatory rewiring’ and ‘enhancer shufﬂing’ were proposed to account for such
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Identiﬁcation of rCNEs
To deﬁne regionally conserved non-coding elements
(rCNEs), analyses were conducted independently in each
collection of orthologous genes for each group. Global
multiple alignments in each group were performed on
each collection of homologous genes using MLAGAN
(37) with default parameters. The multiple alignments
thus obtained were parsed using VISTA (38) and perl
scripts with the next parameters according to the following
groups:
Mammals and ﬁshes: sliding 20 bp; minimum length
100 bp; minimum identity 80%; minimum length after
three species overlap 100 bp.
Tunicate: sliding 20 bp; minimum length 100 bp;
minimum identity 60%.
Resulting conserved regions were then ﬁltered stringently to distinguish ‘known genic’ (having evidence of
transcription) from ‘non-genic’ (not having evidence of
transcription) into Ensembl and to discard redundant sequences. Basically, all the conserved sequences were
screened against the annotations of overlapping complementary DNAs (cDNAs), proteins, ESTs and predictions
from the Ensembl core, other features and eventually
cDNAs databases of the reference organisms. In the case
of overlap, the elements were considered ‘genic’ and
excluded from the remaining analysis. Finally, in cases
in which the upstream region of an analyzed gene
coincided with the downstream region of another
analyzed gene, rCNEs were counted only once and
associated to the locus showing the highest score or the
longest transcript in case of equal scores.
Identiﬁcation of vCNEs
To identify vertebrate conserved non-coding elements
(vCNEs), a combined local and multiple alignment
strategy was used. This procedure does not look necessarily for collinear elements as the previous one. In the ﬁrst
step, we selected conserved elements between mammals
and ﬁsh. Each representative mammalian rCNE was

aligned against the entire set of representative ﬁsh
rCNEs by using CHAOS (39) with the next parameters:
b = 1, ext = 1, v = 1, co = 10, rsc = 1500, wl = 10,
nd = 1 and selecting for segments conserved at least
50 bp sharing an identity of at least 70%. Resulting
pairwise alignments were used to extract the corresponding slice from the original rCNE multiple alignments that
subsequently were aligned between them using
PROLAGAN (37) with default parameters. The cutoff
to deﬁne the signiﬁcance of these alignments was
determined by randomization analysis. The alignment
columns in each rCNE were shufﬂed so that we maintained the same base composition and identity scores
inside the elements but creating not-biologically meaningful sequences. The CHAOS anchoring and PROLAGAN
alignment steps were then performed on the randomized
rCNEs as reported above and the results used as false
positives in the determination of the cutoff for the selection of true vCNEs. The cutoff was calculated on the basis
of the overall percentage identity of the multiple alignments to consider signiﬁcant a percentage of false positives
<0.5% (FDR < 0.005) when the same ﬁlter is applied to
the randomized data.
Identiﬁcation of oCNEs
The same CHAOS, PROLAGAN, randomization and
FDR ﬁltering procedures were used as reported above,
aligning the vCNEs with the tunicate rCNEs. The
CHAOS analysis was executed between the T. rubripes
and C. intestinalis sequences with the next parameters:
b = 1, ext = 1, v = 1, co = 10, rsc = 1500, wl = 10,
nd = 2 and selecting for segments conserved at least
40 bp sharing an identity of 60% minimum. Finally, the
fugu sequences of the resulting 204 mammal/ﬁsh/tunicate
conserved elements were searched against the
repeat-masked sequences of the zebraﬁsh genome by
using WU-BLAST with the following parameters: E = 1,
W = 5, B = 100, M = 1, N = 1, Q = 2, R = 1, ﬁlter = none,
hspsepSmax = 10
hspsepQmax = 10,
hspmax = 0. All the resulting hits were ﬁltered to
present: percentage identity 80% and query coverage
80%. For each fugu sequence, the top hit was
manually chosen, curated and classiﬁed as Olfactores
conserved non-coding element (oCNE) according to the
following criteria in the given order: smaller e-value,
presence of the hit on a chromosome, bigger length,
higher identity, fugu/zebraﬁsh collinearity, longer contig
containing the sequence. We were able to retain 183 of the
204 conserved elements and we focused on this set of
conserved regions. It is important to mention that
zebraﬁsh was excluded from the initial analysis because
it retained many more duplicated loci in respect to other
teleosts, and this made the initial 1-to-1 homologous
group deﬁnition poorly efﬁcient.
Homology analysis
We collected all the Ensembl genes mapped in intervals up
to 2 Mb (1 Mb upstream and downstream) around each
element in every representative genome per group. For
each gene, we collected the evolutionary relationship from
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VISTA analysis as well as in inter-group analysis.
The representative organisms are M. musculus, T.
rubripes and C. intestinalis for mammals, ﬁshes and tunicates, respectively. The selection of genes was conducted
in each group independently. Basically, using the annotation from Ensembl Compara (35) we selected all the genes
containing an homolog classiﬁed as ortholog_one2one
inside all the species of the group, which led us to collect
14 201, 12 896, 5786 groups of orthologous genes loci for
mammals, ﬁshes and tunicates, respectively. For each
gene, we extracted the whole genomic repeat-masked
sequence containing the transcriptional unit and the
ﬂanking sequences up to the preceding and following
gene. If there were nested genes present in the locus,
they were not taken into consideration to determine the
extent of sequence to analyze. The regions were extracted
from Ensembl and the 50 –30 sequence of the locus was
stored in a custom database having always the
determining gene on the positive strand. The pipeline
makes use of custom perl scripts and the Bioperl API (36).
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Aniseed annotation integrations
The next transcript models and annotations were downloaded from the ANISEED database (40): JGI version 1,
KYOTOGRAIL2005, KH and ENSEMBL. Data were
downloaded from the webpage http://bit.ly/12oO1NL
that redirects to the respective archives. Transcript
models and annotations were parsed and joined together
to form a unique collection, and a MySQL database containing all the information downloaded and generated was
used to collect and manage the data using custom perl
scripts. Annotations were attached to the data in the
pipeline by using the Ensembl transcript ID that represented the ID common to the two sets of data (Ensembl
and Aniseed).
oCNEs search in Oikopleura and amphioxus
Oikopleura genome assembly version 3 was downloaded at
JGI from http://bit.ly/VPjaD7 with relative annotations
from http://bit.ly/TYKrTY and proteome from http://
bit.ly/V5Q8yC. Amphioxus genome version 2 was downloaded at JGI from http://bit.ly/12oNxXJ with relative
annotations from http://bit.ly/UcbKOg and proteome
from http://bit.ly/ZievBL. oCNE multiple alignments containing the sequences of all the analyzed organisms were
used to build Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) using the
program HMMB from the HMMER tool version 1.8.5
(41). The program HMMFS was then used to search the
HMMs against the entire Oikopleura and the amphioxus
genomes on both strands. A cutoff score of 20 bits was
used to determine whether an oCNE was conserved. This
score indicates that a selected match is 220-fold more likely
to represent an authentic match than to occur by chance.
Putative target genes were considered the genes ﬂanking
and overlapping (if any) the regions where HMMs
matched the analyzed genomes.

Blast2GO annotation
Protein sequences of the putative target genes in amphioxus and Oikopleura were functionally annotated using
the Blast2GO (42) tool with default parameters. We
executed the following analysis step: Blastp against NR
proteins, Gene Ontology (GO)-mapping, annotation, annotation augmentation, InterProScan. Finally we run the
analysis ‘make combined graph’ to count the frequencies
and evaluate the scores of the GO classes occurrences in
the annotated sequences. We took into consideration the
top 10 scoring GO classes with a score higher than 5 at a
level higher than 2.
Amphioxus gene pair analysis
We used the proteomes of mouse and sea squirt from
Ensembl 49 and the amphioxus proteome version 1 downloaded at JGI from http://bit.ly/ZievBL. We classiﬁed all
the putative homology relationships between Ciona/
amphioxus and mouse/amphioxus proteomes by executing
Blastp searches with default parameters but a maximum
e-value of 0.001. We took only the best hit (or the best
ones in case of equal e-values) showing a minimal
coverage of 50% to build a table of putative homologies.
We then analyzed the locations of the genes ﬂanking or
overlapping oCNEs in mammals and tunicates in the
amphioxus genome. The same analysis was repeated
1000 times randomizing the homology associations
between Ciona/amphioxus and mouse/amphioxus.
Positive elements were considered only those showing at
least one pair of associated genes on the same amphioxus
scaffold.
Ciona enhancer validations
The Ciona oCNE test fragments were designed cloning
the corresponding entire C. intestinalis/C. savignyi
conserved block as taken manually from the Ensembl
browser (34). Genomic fragments containing the Ciona
sequences of the three selected oCNEs were cloned in
Gateway constructs (43) upstream of the pFOG basal
promoter and the LacZ reporter gene. Each construct
has been tested twice and two constructs have been
prepared for each element. Ciona electroporated
embryos were developed until the early tailbud stage and
ﬁxed for Xgal staining. About 100 embryos were inspected
for each fragment. The sequences of the primers used are
listed in Supplementary Table S2. Each clone was veriﬁed
by Sanger sequencing.
Zebraﬁsh enhancer validations
The zebraﬁsh oCNE test fragments were designed cloning
the corresponding entire zebraﬁsh/mammals conserved
block as taken manually from the Vista browser (44).
The fragments were ampliﬁed from zebraﬁsh genomic
DNA and cloned in reporter construct containing
zebraﬁsh hsp70 minimal promoter and venus reporter
gene (mCherry in transgenesis experiments), using
Gateway system (43,45). The Gateway destination vector
has been previously modiﬁed by introducing medaka Tol2
transposase recognition sequences ﬂanking both sites of
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Ensembl Compara. We took into consideration the following relationship from the database: ortholog_one2one,
ortholog_one2many, ortholog_many2many, between_species_paralog and apparent_ortholog_one2one. For each
gene in the interval, we also calculated the number of bystander genes as the number of genes intervening between
the gene and the conserved element. We veriﬁed within the
1 Mb intervals upstream and downstream of each element,
in each pair of species, the presence of evolutionarily related
genes as opposed to unrelated genes, taking into account as
syntenic conserved oCNEs only those showing a maximum
of four bystander genes between the conserved fragment
and the closest pair of orthologous genes. For each
element, we also measured the number of evolutionarily
related pair of genes in the analyzed genomic interval. We
also searched for duplicated oCNEs in the genome of M.
musculus, D. rerio and C. intestinalis using Blastn with
default parameters and selecting only hits showing at
least 95% coverage at 95% identity. Results have been
manually checked on the Ensembl genome browser in the
searched species and in H. sapiens, T. rubripes and C.
savignyi.
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Ultraconserved elements and enhancer browser
data overlap
The genomic coordinates of the set of extended
ultraconserved elements (UCEs) by Stephen et al. (47)
were kindly provided by John S. Mattick. Overlap
analyses were performed between the human coordinates
of oCNEs and the coordinates of the 5404 vertebrate
UCEs. oCNEs overlapping a UCE for at least 50% of
their length were considered to be derived from this
family of conserved elements. To analyze the overlap of
oCNEs with validated UCEs, we downloaded all the
elements found in the enhancer browser database (48),
together with the functional validation results on 14
November 2012 from http://enhancer.lbl.gov/. The
database was composed of 1756 elements. Mouse
oCNEs sequences were searched in the downloaded sequences by using Blastn. Fisher exact test was used to
test signiﬁcance for the positive/negative ratio of the
complete set of validated conserved sequences and the
oCNE overlapping set.
eRNAs overlap
The genomic coordinates related to intergenic transcribed
enhancers (eRNAs) were extracted by the supplementary
material associated to the article by Kim et al. (49). The
dataset contained 5117 single nucleotide positions related
to intergenic enhancers of which 2052 were classiﬁed as
transcribed and 3065 as non-transcribed. oCNEs and
vCNEs were considered to overlap eRNAs if their
genomic coordinates were overlapping within a 1.5-Kb
interval upstream/downstream of the eRNA single-nucleotide position.
Expression analysis
Reverse
transcriptase-polymerase
chain
reaction
(RT-PCR) were executed on cDNAs and RNAs extracted
by different developmental stages of M. musculus
(embryonic day 8.5, 12.5 and adults), D. rerio (dome,
shield, 24 hpf and 5 dpf) and C. intestinalis (10 hph).

Primers were designed to amplify a fragment of 100 bp
around each element using Primer3 (50). As positive
control, we used primers designed to show the transcription of the following coding transcripts: bActin (D. rerio
and M. musculus), otx2 (M. musculus), Ci-ATBF (C.
intestinalis). We used the following non-coding transcripts: Ci-Pans (C. intestinalis) (51) and Pans
(Mm.221244, the murine homolog of Ci-Pans) (52). All
the used controls are known to be expressed at the time of
the sampling. As negative control, we used DNAseI-digested RNA that was also used as template for cDNA
synthesis. In addition, in C. intestinalis, we also used different combinations of the validated oCNEs forward/
reverse primers. The primers used and schemas with the
protocols for the reactions can be found in Supplementary
Tables S3 and S4.
ENCODE/CSHL Long and Short RNA-seq
overlap analysis
Human oCNEs sequences were mapped on the hg19
version of the human genome by using the liftOver tool.
A custom perl script was then used to query the public
instance of the UCSC MySQL database of the human
genome version hg19 at the host genome-mysql
.cse.ucsc.edu (53). The script queried all the tables pertaining to the ENCODE/CSHL Long and Short RNA-seq
data (54,55) publicly available at the moment of the
analysis to test for the overlap of the 183 oCNEs human
sequences in every sample. The tables analyzed correspond to 182 samples.
Domain analysis
We collected all the Ensembl genes mapped in intervals up
to 2 Mb upstream and downstream around each element
in every representative genome per group. For each gene,
we collected the domains composition from the Ensembl
core annotations and looked for domains common to all
the three groups. The same analysis was executed on a set
of randomly sampled genomic regions from the three
groups of the same dimension as the oCNEs dataset. To
avoid methodological biases, the randomly sampled
genomic regions were selected in the next way: vCNEs
conserved between mammals and ﬁshes were randomly
selected and associated to randomly selected Tunicate
rCNEs. We considered three different intervals around
the conserved elements (500, 1000 and 2000 Kb) and performed the Fisher exact text comparing the proportion of
common domains between the real oCNEs set and the
random vCNEs/rCNEs associations for each interval
and for each domain. P-values were corrected using the
Benjamini and Hochberg method.
TFBS analysis
oCNEs sequences from M. musculus, T. rubripes and
C. intestinalis were analyzed for their composition in transcription factor binding sites. We used the FAMILY collection of matrices from the 2008 version of the Jaspar4
database (56) together with the TFBS perl API (57).
A threshold of 80% was used to map binding sites on
sequences. To avoid methodological biases, the same
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the reporter cassette to allow more efﬁcient integration of
the transgene into the genome (46). A 570 bp fugu
genomic fragment named EK, previously reported (45)
to lack enhancer activity, was used as enhancer control.
The reporter construct for each element was injected into
fertilized zebraﬁsh eggs. The composition of the injection
solution was as follows: 15 ng/ml plasmid DNA (reporter
construct), 10 ng/ml tol2 in vitro synthesized transposase
messenger RNA supplemented with 0.1% Phenol red.
Approximately 150–200 (100 in transgenesis experiments)
embryos were injected for each reporter construct. The
injected zebraﬁsh embryos were analyzed for reporter
gene activity between 24 and 28 hpf using Nikon
SMZ1500 ﬂuorescent microscope (Olympus ScanR automated microscope in transgenesis experiments). The expression was quantiﬁed as percentage of the embryos
showing a speciﬁc pattern of reporter expression from
the total number of normal developing embryos. Oligo
sequences used to amplify the zebraﬁsh oCNEs are listed
in Supplementary Table S2.
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TFBS scanning procedure was performed, for each
species, on a set of randomly selected regions of the
same length and number of oCNEs extracted from the
set of vCNEs (mouse ad fugu) or rCNEs (Ciona) and
the results compared using the Fisher exact text.
P-values were corrected using the Benjamini and
Hochberg method. Only binding sites signiﬁcantly
enriched in all the three organisms tested were kept into
consideration.
GO analysis

RESULTS
Discovery of mammalian, ﬁsh and tunicate conserved
non-coding elements (Olfactores CNEs)
CNEs between vertebrates and tunicates have never been
reported so far (15). Therefore, we developed a novel
highly sensitive, highly stringent, progressive pipeline to
be able to identify the presence of vertebrate CNEs in
Ciona (see ‘Material and Methods’ section and
Figure 1A). The pipeline used the following combinations
of three groups of genomes: (i) Mammals: M. musculus,
H. sapiens, C. familiaris; (ii) Fishes: T. rubripes, G.
aculeatus, O. latipes; and (iii) Tunicates: C. intestinalis,
C. savignyi. We took into consideration all genes for
which there were predicted 1-to-1 orthologs within the
Ensembl database (34) in all the genomes within each
group, which led to the analysis of 14 201, 12 896 and
5786 groups of orthologous loci for mammals, ﬁshes and
tunicates, respectively. We began by selecting elements
conserved in a collinear manner within each single group
using MLAGAN and VISTA (38,60). The results were
ﬁltered stringently to discard ‘known genic’ regions (potentially transcribed regions overlapping annotated genes,
proteins, EST and predictions) and eliminating redundancies from ‘non-genic’ regions. The analysis produced
92 435, 27 145 and 4525 non-redundant, non-genic,
collinearly conserved elements in mammals, ﬁsh and tunicates, respectively. We will refer to these initial dataset as
rCNEs because they are conserved collinearly within each
group. We then proceeded to use these data in a multi-step
local and multiple alignment strategy to progressively
search for conserved elements among groups, allowing
non-collinear conservation and using randomization

oCNEs are non-syntenic between vertebrates and tunicates
The 183 oCNEs identiﬁed in this study are syntenic among
vertebrate loci, but are found in non-syntenic locations in
tunicates (i.e. surrounding genes for which the
orthologous genes are not found in the corresponding vertebrate locus). It is well known that conserved enhancers
can be functional over long distances and that bystander
genes can be found between enhancers and their target
genes (62,63). To check if oCNEs could be located far
from their target genes, we searched for orthologous
and/or paralogous genes in regions up to 2 Mb in
mouse/fugu for vertebrates and mouse/sea squirt for
Olfactores. We veriﬁed within 1 Mb intervals upstream
and downstream of species, the presence of evolutionarily
related genes as opposed to unrelated genes, taking into
account as syntenic conserved oCNEs only those showing
a maximum of four unrelated genes between the conserved
fragment and the orthologous genes. In vertebrates, the
majority of the oCNEs are found directly ﬂanking or
overlapping orthologous genes and they are also found
in prevalence in large syntenic blocks. Only seven
elements in mouse show the presence of one unrelated
gene and three are separated by two unrelated genes
from their putative target gene. In fugu, three elements
show one unrelated gene. Overall, >85% of the elements
analyzed contain >1 pair of evolutionarily related genes in
the analyzed interval, >50% of the elements contain >5
pairs and 20% contain >10 pairs. We performed the
same check comparing the mouse and the Ciona
genomes, and no element could be classiﬁed as
syntenically conserved. To further verify this ﬁnding, we
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We considered the association of the conserved elements to
the genes determining the genomic regions selected in the
data-selection phase. GO functional enrichment analyses
were performed on the set of mouse and Ciona genes
associated to oCNEs. For the mouse set, we compared
the following: (i) functional annotation of the vCNEs
with the mammalian rCNEs; and (ii) functional annotation
of the vCNEs with the oCNEs by using DAVID (58) and
FATIGO (59). The Ciona GO annotations are not present
in the above tools nor in the ofﬁcial GO release; therefore,
we extracted them from the Aniseed database (40). We
then compared the set of genes retaining tunicate rCNEs
with the set of genes retaining oCNEs. For each class,
we used the Fisher exact text and the P-values were
corrected using the Benjamini and Hochberg method.

steps to exclusively select signiﬁcantly conserved regions
with a FDR <0.5% (see ‘Material and Methods’ section)
(61). To get sequences conserved in vertebrates, we aligned
mammalian rCNEs against ﬁsh rCNEs, generating what
we will refer to as vertebrate CNEs (vCNEs). We obtained
900 vCNEs, the majority of which overlap the set of CNEs
by Woolfe et al. (3). Then, to select sequences signiﬁcantly
conserved across Olfactores, we aligned tunicate rCNEs
against the 900 vCNEs, performing a further step of randomizations and FDR ﬁltering (see ‘Material and
Methods’ section). The analysis resulted in a ﬁnal set of
183 oCNEs associated to 91, 93 and 121 genes in
mammals, ﬁshes and tunicates, respectively. Table 1 can
be used to get a clearer understanding of all the abbreviations most commonly used to refer to conserved elements
in this and other articles.
The pipeline herein presented progressively joins
together groups of species to extract group-speciﬁc
conserved elements. We focused on the 183 elements
conserved among all the Olfactores species considered
(see Figure 1B–E for an exemplar element and descriptive
charts). Their overall percentage identity (number of identical columns divided by the length of the alignment) spans
from 52 to 67% (average 55%). The average length of
the elements is 45 bp, and the majority of them are
found in intergenic regions in all the analyzed species.
Supplementary Table S5 contains all the information
about the elements discovered and their sequences.
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Figure 1. Description of oCNEs workﬂow and data: Panel A shows the schema representing the workﬂow of the pipeline herein presented. In the
boxes are indicated the different steps of the procedure, out of the boxes the input and/or output of each step. MSA: multiple sequences alignment.
PSA: pairwise sequences alignment. In B is shown an example of the conserved element (oCNE) discovered. Panel C indicates the number of oCNEs
classiﬁed accordingly to their genomic locations relatively to the associated gene structure in tunicates and vertebrates. The majority of elements are
conserved in intergenic regions in both organism groups. Finally, D and E plot the distributions of the length and of the overall percentage identity
of the 183 oCNEs.
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Table 1. Abbreviations commonly used for conserved elements
Abbreviation

Full name

Organismal group

Reference

CNG
UCE
CNE
SCE
PCNE
rCNE
vCNE
oCNE

Conserved non-genic elements
Ultra conserved elements
Conserved non-coding elements
Shufﬂed conserved elements
Phylogenetically conserved non-coding elements
Regionally conserved non-coding elements
Vertebrate conserved non-coding elements
Olfactores conserved non-coding elements

Mammals
Mammals, vertebrates
vertebrates
Vertebrates
Vertebrates, vertebrates+amphioxus
Mammals, ﬁshes, tunicates
Vertebrates
Vertebrates+tunicates

Dermitzakis et al., Nature 2002
Bejerano et al., Science 2004
Woolfe et al., Plos Biology 2005
Sanges et al., Genome Biology 2006
Hufton et al., Genome Research 2009
This work
This work
This work

The table indicates the abbreviations most commonly used to refer to conserved elements in this and other articles. For each acronym, we reported
the full text, the group of organisms to which the elements are referring and the ﬁrst article using it.

ortholog in ﬁsh (63 in mammals), but no conservation
outside the coding exons could be detected between
syntenic vertebrate and tunicate orthologous loci. The
difference between the proportions is signiﬁcant
(P = 2.1e-05, Fisher exact test) suggesting that our
results are not a random sampling of the starting
dataset. These results indicate that oCNEs are found in
regions showing signiﬁcantly less annotated orthologous
genes.
oCNEs can act as tissue-speciﬁc enhancers
CNEs have the ability to act as tissue-speciﬁc enhancers.
Therefore, to test if oCNEs may carry enhancer activity,
we have tested them in sea squirt and in zebraﬁsh. Three
genomic DNA fragment containing oCNEs (see
Supplementary Table S5 for corresponding id) were
chosen to be tested for speciﬁc enhancer activity within
developing sea squirt and zebraﬁsh embryos. We selected
the genomic locus in Ciona containing the highest number
of oCNEs. This region is a long intergenic region containing 10 oCNEs, which is found between the ci0100140718
gene (a gene with no annotated homologs in vertebrates,
which appears to be a reductase based on protein domain
annotation) and a gene named Ci-ATBF. Ci-ATBF is a
homeobox transcription factor representing the Ciona
homolog of the mammalian ATBF1 gene. It is involved
in neuronal differentiation in vertebrates as well as
invertebrates (64,65). In Ciona, Ci-ATBF is expressed in
mesenchyme, tail epidermis, endoderm, visceral ganglion and nerve cord during development (66). ATBF1
was previously shown to be associated with a cluster
of group-speciﬁc conserved elements both in vertebrates
and in worms (6). The top three most conserved
oCNEs from this cluster of 10 were chosen to be validated
(Figure 2A).
The ﬁrst element (E1, id 1351907, 64% overall percentage identity), in mammals, is contained within a known
UCE (enhancer browser id 189). This UCE was tested in
transgenic mice by Pennacchio et al. (48) and the results in
the enhancer browser indicate strong and restricted
enhancer function in the neural tube at day 11.5. In
mammals and ﬁshes the element is localized in a gene
desert upstream of the Sox21 gene known to promote
the progression of vertebrate neurogenesis (Figure 2B)
(67). The second tested element (E2, id 1353058, 66%
overall percentage identity) shows the highest
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manually screened the genes ﬂanking and overlapping
(if any) oCNEs after having integrated the automatically
veriﬁed Ensembl Ciona annotations with the ones downloaded from the Aniseed database (40). The curated annotations can be found in Supplementary Table S6. We
noticed that, using the integrated annotations, a single
oCNEs from the whole dataset can be considered as
syntenic between vertebrates and ascidians. The element
is found in an intron of the FoxP1 gene in both groups.
The homology relationship between the two genes was not
present in the version of the Ensembl database used in the
analyses; therefore, it was classiﬁed as non-syntenic. We
could not ﬁnd any other missing relationship.
We also looked for speciﬁc duplication of oCNEs
elements to check if duplicated elements could be found
close to missing orthologous genes. This analysis allowed
us to identify 14 duplicated elements of which three are
present in all the vertebrate genomes analyzed, two are
only found in mammals, two only in ﬁshes, four exclusively in zebraﬁsh (due to additional duplications of
loci containing them) and three only in tunicates
(see Supplementary Table S7). Elements speciﬁcally
duplicated in vertebrates, mammals or ﬁshes are
associated to paralogous genes, which demonstrate that
they were retained after local or whole genomic duplications. In C. intestinalis, on the other hand, the three
duplicated elements are found in multiple copies within
the same genomic region associated to the same genes.
The result in Ciona could be due in some cases to
assembly problems, and in fact in two cases the
C. savignyi genome contains only a single copy of the
same element. One element, however, is present in
multiple copies in both genomes.
These results suggest either that oCNEs were eventually
shufﬂed in tunicate genomes or that they were retained
after genomic rearrangements and co-opted by different
genes. Given the asymmetric design of the starting gene
set, for which we used different numbers of genes from
each group, we analyzed the number of genes with
annotated orthologs, to verify whether the results
obtained and the lack of synteny between oCNE containing loci could be due to a lack of inter-group ortholog
annotation. Among the total set of 5786 analyzed Ciona
gene loci, 3957 (68%) have an annotated ortholog in the
set of ﬁsh analyzed loci (4107 in mammals), while of the
121 loci containing oCNEs, 61 (50%) have an annotated
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skeletal muscle, which was not observed with the
enhancer control or E1 construct injected embryos, suggesting that in addition to neuronal enhancer activity, the
E2-containing fragment possesses a skeletal muscle–enhancer activity in this transient transgenic reporter assay
(Figure 2I). The observed expression pattern was similar
to that of the pax7a gene, upstream of which E2 is located.
The 1100-bp genomic fragment containing E3, on the
other hand, showed weak activity similar to the
enhancer control construct with no emerging
tissue-speciﬁc pattern (Supplementary Figure S1 for a
complete outcome of the zebraﬁsh experiments), and
thus this element was not considered to act as an
enhancer, similarly to the case for the corresponding
Ciona element (Figure 2L and Supplementary Figure
S1). These results show that two out of three genomic
fragments containing the selected oCNEs have the
ability to work as enhancers both in vertebrates and in
tunicates, and their patterns of expression is in agreement
with that of neighboring genes. The third element was
consistently found not to act as an enhancer in both
organisms tested and in mouse via the enhancer
browser, suggesting it might require testing in different
developmental stages, or that it might have other functions which were not tested. Interestingly, according to
the Broad HMM classiﬁcation based on chromatin
states in several cell lines, the corresponding human
genomic region is classiﬁed in the UCSC genome
browser as a poised promoter in ES cells, i.e. presents
bivalent histone marks, H3K27me3 and H3K4me1/2
(data not shown).
oCNEs can act as enhancers in cross-transgenesis
experiments
We also performed cross-transgenesis experiment to
evaluate if the fragments were capable to work in a different background. Ciona fragments were injected in
zebraﬁsh, and similarly, zebraﬁsh elements were tested in
Ciona. All Ciona elements enhanced the activity of a
minimal promoter when tested in zebraﬁsh embryos
(Figure 2P–R and Supplementary Figure S2).
Conversely, all zebraﬁsh elements showed activity in
Ciona embryos (Figure 2M–O and Supplementary
Figure S3). The E1 fragments showed the strongest
activity in these cross-transgenesis experiments.
Interestingly, both Ciona and zebraﬁsh E1 fragment displayed highest activity in ﬁsh anterior neural tissue. Ciona
and ﬁsh E1 also showed overlapping activity in Ciona
mesenchyme. Likewise, the Ciona fragment containing
E2 showed neuronal and muscle activity in zebraﬁsh experiments, similar to what is observed with zebraﬁsh E2.
Thus it seems that the two strongest oCNE enhancer we
tested, the E1 and E2 elements, have conserved at least
some of their cis-regulatory speciﬁcity between the two
species. This cis-regulatory activity is, however, differently
interpreted in the two organisms, brain in zebraﬁsh versus
mesenchyme or muscle in Ciona, possibly as a result of
changes in the expression proﬁles of trans regulators
between these two species (18).
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conservation score in vertebrates and is found downstream of the Pax7 gene, which plays a role in neural
crest development (Figure 2C) (68). The third element
(E3, id 1352705, 60% overall percentage identity) maps
upstream of Prrxl1 (Drgx) a transcription factor
involved in neuron migration, axonogenesis and nervous
system development in vertebrates (Figure 2D). This
element is associated with a UCE, which has been tested
in mouse and resulted negative at 11.5 days (enhancer
browser id 318) (48). Therefore, while these three
elements are found inside the same gene desert in Ciona,
they are present in three different regions among vertebrates. On the other hand, their genomic organization
and the functions of the ﬂanking genes are highly
similar, as all elements are localized in intergenic regions
ﬂanking a transcription factor gene expressed in the developing neural system. These genes are Sox21, Pax7 and
Prrxl1 in vertebrates and Ci-ATBF in tunicates.
Genomic fragments containing the Ciona sequences of
the three selected oCNEs were cloned in Gateway constructs (43) upstream of the pFOG basal promoter and
the LacZ reporter gene and electroporated in sea squirt
embryos (see Figure 2E–G, ‘Material and Methods’
section and Supplementary Table S2). To verify if the
elements could be categorized as positive enhancers, we
calculated the total percentage of embryos expressing the
reporter and used a minimum cutoff of 25% positive
embryos as done in similar studies (69). From this
analysis, the 600-bp fragment containing the E1 element
showed strong enhancer activity exclusively in the mesenchyme (Figure 2E; 61% positive embryos). The 900-bp
fragment containing the E2 element also resulted to be a
functional enhancer, albeit weaker and in variable
tissues (epidermis, muscle, mesenchyme and notochord),
where the most representative and speciﬁc staining was in
two cells at the tip of the tail (Figure 2F; 28% positive
embryos). Finally, the 300-bp fragment containing
the E3 gave weak mesenchyme staining in a lower
number of embryos (20%) and was considered negative.
Interestingly, the patterns of expression driven by the
E1 and E2 constructs are in good agreement with
the expression pattern of Ci-ATBF at the tailbud
stage (66).
To evaluate the regulatory potential of these sequences
in a vertebrate context, genomic fragments containing the
zebraﬁsh sequences of the same oCNEs were inserted in a
construct containing a zebraﬁsh hsp70 minimal promoter
and the venus reporter gene and microinjected into
zebraﬁsh embryos (see ‘Material and Methods’ section
and Supplementary Table S2). Subsequently, ﬂuorescence
reporter activity was detected to assess their enhancer
function (Figure 2H–L). Results from the 500-bp
fragment containing E1 showed expression (44% of the
embryos) of the reporter mainly in the telencephalic
region but also extending posteriorly to the hindbrain in
agreement with the expression pattern of sox21 in
zebraﬁsh (Figure 2H). The 500-bp fragment containing
the E2 element drives broad expression (67%) in the
anterior neural tube, more speciﬁcally in whole forebrain
and hindbrain regions. Additionally, 20% of the injected
embryos showed enhanced reporter expression in the
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Figure 2. Functional validation of oCNEs enhancer function: three oCNEs were selected to be validated (E1, E2 and E3). Schemas represent the
genomic intervals containing the selected oCNEs and the reciprocal positions of the elements and the associated genes. For clarity purposes the
schemas are not respecting a speciﬁc scale. Panel A indicates that the three chosen elements are present in the same intergenic region in tunicates
associated to the Ci-ATBF gene. In B–D are reported the three distinct vertebrate intervals containing the selected conserved sequences E1, E2, E3
and the respective oCNE alignments in all the analyzed species. Pictures E–G report the most representative expression pattern driven by the
elements E1, E2 and E3, respectively, in C. intestinalis. Pictures H, I, L report the most representative expression pattern driven by the elements
E1, E2 and E3, respectively, in D. rerio. M–O report the most representative expression pattern driven by the zebraﬁsh elements E1, E2 and E3,
respectively, injected in C. intestinalis. Finally P–R report the most representative expression pattern driven by the Ciona elements E1, E2
and E3, respectively, injected in zebraﬁsh embryos.
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oCNEs overlap ultraconserved elements and are enriched
in transcribed enhancers

To validate if the identiﬁed elements are transcribed, we
carried out RT-PCR from RNAs collected at four different stages of zebraﬁsh development. Experiments were
executed on the three elements for which we tested
already the enhancer function. All the elements were
found to be transcribed in a dynamic manner during development. While E1 and E2 appear to be expressed after
shield stage, E3 starts to be transcribed at gastrula stage
(Figure 3B). All three elements show a peak of transcription at 24 hpf, hinting at a potential role for transcription
during the late gastrulation stages. Similar analyses were
carried out in mouse as well as in sea squirt. In mouse, we
tested expression at 8.5, 12.5 and adult stages. Expression
was not detected at 12.5 and adult stages (data not
shown), and conversely, expression of E1 and E2 but
not E3 was detected at 8.5 (Figure 3C). Transcription of
the three elements in C. intestinalis at the tail-bud stage
showed expression of elements E2 and E3 (Figure 3D).
These ﬁndings suggest that the identiﬁed oCNEs can be
expressed during development in Olfactores and that the
transcripts are produced at low levels as already shown for
eRNA and more generally non-coding RNAs (49,72).
Overlap analyses of zebraﬁsh oCNEs against recently
published dataset of RNA-seq data (73,74) did not give
signiﬁcant results, suggesting that their weak expression
levels could need higher depth of sequencing to be
detected.
To better understand if oCNEs transcripts could be
associated to short or long RNAs, we analyzed the
overlap of oCNEs with the UCSC human genome
browser tracks collecting transcribed contigs from the
ENCODE/CHSL RNA-seq data on Long (98 samples,
117 388 194 transcribed contigs) and Short (84 samples,
5 452 981 transcribed contigs) RNAs (53–55). The
number of contigs overlapping each element indicates
the number of samples in which an oCNEs overlap a
transcribed region supporting the putative transcription
of the element. Mapping of the oCNEs was compared
with the mapping of a similar number of randomly
selected elements. The results obtained indicate that 158
oCNEs overlap 4866 RNA contigs from the Long
RNA-seq dataset, while 147 random elements overlap
3191 contigs. The difference between the two dataset is
signiﬁcant (P = 2.5E-77). The average number of
samples in which each oCNEs result expressed in the
Long RNA-seq dataset is 30, while it is 20 in the
random set (Supplementary Figure S4). In the same
analysis, using the Short RNA-seq data the oCNEs
resulted to map on 18 contigs, while random regions
overlap with seven; this difference is not signiﬁcant
(P = 0.08). We thus hypothesize, in the light of these
results, that oCNEs are unlikely to be transcribed as
short RNAs.
Functional enrichment analyses suggest oCNEs as hubs of
homeobox gene regulatory networks
Genes and sequences associated with oCNEs were
analyzed to deﬁne functional enrichments that could
shed light on their speciﬁc cellular functions and origins.
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UCEs are extremely conserved non-coding sequences,
whose function is not yet completely understood. They
were shown to regulate transcription in mammal
embryos as well as to be transcribed (48,70). UCEs are
mostly associated with developmentally regulated genes
and are enriched in gene deserts (2). The observation
that two out of three validated genomic fragments containing oCNEs overlap UCEs in vertebrates led us to
verify the overall proportion of oCNEs overlapping
UCEs. Therefore, we calculated the overlap of the
oCNEs with the extended set of 5404 vertebrate UCEs
reported by Stephen et al. (47) discovering that the
majority of oCNEs overlap known vertebrate UCEs
(145 out of 183, 80%). The overlap is signiﬁcantly
higher than the overlap between vCNEs and UCEs (499
out of 900, 55%, P = 3.8e-09) pointing out that this is an
oCNEs-speciﬁc enrichment. It is important to point out
that such overlap could also be partially explained by our
multi-steps procedure, which progressively selects for the
highest conserved segments within each group. However,
the usage of stringent parameters in the randomization
steps rejects the hypothesis that these elements are
conserved merely by chance. Extensive information
about the functional validation of UCEs can be found in
the enhancer browser (48). The database is composed of
1756 elements of which 50% (887) resulted to be positive
as enhancers at the developmental stage tested. We
calculated the overlap of these elements with the set of
oCNEs. The results show that 85 out of 183 oCNEs
overlap a conserved element tested in the enhancer
browser. Of these, 66% (56) resulted to be functional enhancers in mouse. The difference between the two proportions is signiﬁcant (P = 3.9E-03) indicating that oCNEs
are enriched for elements found to be functional enhancers
in mouse at developmental stage 11.5E. Several studies
indicate that enhancers and UCEs can also be transcribed
(49,70,71). To verify the possibility that oCNEs could act
also at the transcript level, we tested the overlap between
them and the published set of transcribed enhancers by
Kim et al. (49). They showed that a subset of
stimulus-dependent enhancers from mouse cortical
neurons also show activity-regulated RNAPII binding,
and therefore they are transcribed (49). The total set of
intergenic functional enhancers contains 5117 genomic
positions; of these, 2052 are also transcribed and are
named eRNAs, while 3065 are not transcribed. The
overlap between these two sets of enhancers and oCNEs
shows that 15 oCNEs overlap eRNAs and only three
overlap non-transcribed enhancers (Figure 3A). The differences between the overlaps in the two classes suggest
that oCNEs are enriched for eRNAs (P = 0.0078). This is
not a bias given by a priori enrichment in the vCNEs
group, and indeed the same analysis in vCNEs group
yield a similar proportion of conserved elements
overlapping eRNAs and non-transcribed enhancers
(P = 0.57). This result suggests that oCNEs could be
enriched for a speciﬁc class of enhancers also able to be
transcribed.

oCNEs can be transcribed
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All the functional associations were analyzed considering
as reference ‘universe’ the groups of genes (or sequences)
containing at least one rCNE in sea squirt or one vCNE in
mouse. Such a strategy is necessary to avoid false enrichments resulting from the fact that these elements are
primarily conserved inside each group. First of all, we
decided to verify whether genomic regions containing a
speciﬁc oCNE were enriched for genes containing the
same speciﬁc protein domains both in vertebrates and
tunicates. Therefore, domain enrichment analyses were
performed by (i) identifying if and which length interval

in mouse and sea squirt showed signiﬁcantly enriched frequency of common domains; and (ii) checking for the
speciﬁc signiﬁcantly enriched domains. The protein
domains identiﬁed from genes transcribed in genomic
intervals containing each oCNE were compared with
those identiﬁed in randomly paired vCNE/rCNE
regions. We performed the analysis over three length intervals around oCNEs, and the signiﬁcance of the associations decreases proportionally with respect to the
extension of the window, disappearing at 1 Mb
(Supplementary Figure S5), in line with previous
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Figure 3. Potential transcription of oCNEs: The oCNEs result to be enriched for eRNAs. Pie-charts in (A) show how vCNEs and oCNEs
overlapping enhancers from Kim et al. (49) segregate between the classes of eRNAs and non-transcribed enhancers. Twenty-eight vCNEs overlap
enhancers from Kim et al. and 40% of them overlap eRNAs. Conversely, 18 oCNEs overlap enhancers from Kim et al. and >80% of them overlap
eRNAs. The three oCNEs used for the validation of the enhancer function were also validated for transcriptional activity in D. rerio (B), M.
musculus (C) and C. intestinalis (D). Primers were designed to amplify a fragment of 100 bp around each element. As positive control, we used the
following coding transcripts: bActin (D. rerio and M. musculus), Otx2 (M. musculus), Ci-atbf (C. intestinalis). Non-coding transcripts used were as
follows: Ci-Pans (C. intestinalis) (51) and Pans (Mm.221244, the murine homolog of Ci-Pans) (52). All the used controls are known to be expressed at
the time of the sampling. As negative control, we used DNAseI-digested RNA (indicated as RNA in B and C and as ‘-’ in D). In C. intestinalis, we
also used different combinations of the forward/reverse primers. The absence of signal in the cDNA template PCR is indicative of the absence of
genomic DNA contamination in the cDNA preparation demonstrating that the amplicons are real RNA products.
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with vCNEs, suggesting that, in vertebrates, oCNEs and
vCNEs belong to similar functional classes (data not
shown).
Conservation in the Oikopleura and amphioxus genomes
To understand if oCNEs are retained in other sequenced
model chordates, we searched for their presence in the
Oikopleura dioica and amphioxus (Branchiostoma
ﬂoridae) genomes. The pipeline we presented needs at
least two sequenced and well annotated genomes belonging to the same class to analyze that speciﬁc class of organisms, and therefore we could not analyze them using
our pipeline. Moreover, as we did not detect Ciona
oCNEs sequences in the Oikopleura and amphioxus
genomes by using Blastn, we decided to use information
from all the organisms in oCNE blocks to build HMM
(41) matrices from each oCNE multiple alignment based
on the sequences conserved in all the analyzed species. We
then scanned the Oikopleura and amphioxus genomes with
the HMMs thus generated. This search yielded nine
conserved elements in the Oikopleura and 13 in the amphioxus. Genes ﬂanking and overlapping the elements thus
discovered were annotated using Blast2GO (42) and considered as putative target genes. Annotations were
manually checked against Ciona and mouse overlapping
and ﬂanking genes for each respective element (see
Supplementary Table S6). Again, these elements resulted
not to be located in the vicinity of evolutionarily related
genes, although they appear to be associated to genes
functionally related. Indeed, according to the Blast2GO
classiﬁcation, the top scoring biological processes represented in the associated genes are related to development
and regulation (Supplementary Table S9). The number of
conserved elements is small, and therefore, we cannot test
for signiﬁcance; however, the biological functions
annotated by Blast2GO are remarkably similar to those
enriched in the 183 original oCNE dataset. It is particularly interesting the presence of oCNEs in Oikopleura
genomic loci containing putative orthologous for the
Bmp and Lim homeobox genes. Indeed, these genes are
also associated to oCNEs in vertebrates and ascidians. In
the amphioxus, interesting genes associated to oCNEs are
the putative homologs of Jumonji, Argonaute and Znf729.
We conclude that only a small number of oCNEs is represented in the Oikopleura and amphioxus genomes, and
these elements are not syntenic with ascidians or vertebrates but, again, their genomic loci result to be associated
to functionally similar regions.
Finally, we checked if oCNE neighborhoods lacking
synteny between Ciona and vertebrates could show evidences for common origin when taking into account the
genome of amphioxus (i.e. are close together on the
amphioxus genome). The results indicated that only
three oCNEs could be associated to pairs of putative
target Ciona/mouse genes localized on the same scaffold
in the amphioxus genome (with a distance between them
of 263 617, 2 448 029 and 898 799 bp). Randomizations
showed that this result is not signiﬁcant (1000 randomization produced an average of 6.4 associations with a
standard deviation of 2.8). Interestingly, Hufton et al.
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observations for the range of action of long-distance enhancers (62). Focusing on a window of 500 kb (adjusted
P = 0.03), the common domains resulting signiﬁcantly
enriched in oCNE regions as opposed to random
vCNEs/rCNEs pairs are the homeobox (adjusted
P = 0.02) and the helix-turn-helix (HTH) lambdarepressor (adjusted P = 0.02), as shown in Figure 4A. The
homeobox gene superfamily encodes transcription factors
that act as master regulators of development through their
ability to activate or repress a diverse range of downstream target genes (75). The HTH domain is a common
denominator in basal and speciﬁc transcription factors
from the three superkingdoms of life and is frequently
present in homeobox genes (76).
Then, to check if oCNEs may indicate a common
conserved regulatory mechanism, we performed a similar
analysis focused on transcription factor binding site
enrichments taking into account as signiﬁcant only
binding sites signiﬁcantly enriched in all the groups of
organisms. To this aim we used the transcription factor
binding matrices from the Jaspar Family database (56),
which provides generic matrixes for major families of transcription factors. We found common signiﬁcant enrichments for binding sites recognized by the homeobox
(Ciona adjusted P = 1.0E-13), the high mobility group
(HMG; Ciona adjusted P = 4.3E-05) and the forkhead
(Ciona adjusted P = 1.0E-03) transcription factors
classes within oCNEs sequences (see Figure 4B for
results in Ciona and Supplementary Table S8 for results
in all the tested species). Interestingly, the HMG proteins
are a superfamily of nuclear proteins that bind to DNA
and nucleosomes and induce structural changes in the
chromatin. They are important in chromatin domains
dynamics and in regulating the expression of speciﬁc
genes during development (77). Forkhead box (Fox)
proteins are a superfamily of evolutionarily conserved
transcriptional regulators, which control a wide
spectrum of biological processes and are heavily used in
developmental processes (78). Finally, GO enrichment
analysis was performed on the set of genes associated
with oCNEs and compared with the genes associated
with rCNEs found in C. intestinalis. GO classiﬁcations
for C. intestinalis were extracted from the Aniseed annotation database (see ‘Material and Methods’ section).
Figure 4C shows the GO classes resulting speciﬁcally
enriched in Ciona oCNEs: multicellular organismal development (adjusted P = 6.58E-06), sequence-speciﬁc DNA
binding (adjusted P = 1.17E-05), transcription (adjusted
P = 0.0007), cell differentiation (adjusted P = 0.0008),
transcription factor activity (adjusted P = 0.008) and
calcium ion binding (adjusted P = 0.017). Taken
together, these results clearly indicate that the genes surrounding oCNEs as well as the transcription factors potentially binding oCNEs are signiﬁcantly associated with
genes involved in development and, more speciﬁcally, to
morphogenesis and differentiation and these enrichments
are signiﬁcantly more speciﬁc than the ones related to
rCNEs. GO enrichment analyses performed in mouse
using either DAVID (58) or FATIGO (59) gave similar
results when we compared oCNEs or vCNEs with rCNEs,
but no enrichment was found comparing mouse oCNEs
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Figure 4. Functional enrichment analyses: A shows, for each domain, the percentage of oCNEs (light grey) and vCNEs/rCNEs random couples
(dark grey) falling in intergenic regions associated to genes containing the same speciﬁc domain in all the species analyzed. Only domains for
which the percentage is higher in oCNEs are reported. Adjusted P-values of the differences between the two groups are reported only if signiﬁcant.
Panel B shows, for each Jaspar fam motif, the percentage of C. intestinalis oCNEs (light grey) and C. intestinalis rCNEs (dark grey) containing at
least one binding site for the speciﬁc motif. Adjusted P-values of the differences between the two groups are reported only if signiﬁcant. C shows
GO enrichments for each GO class associated to genes ﬂanking tunicate oCNEs (light grey) and tunicate rCNEs (dark grey). Only oCNEs-associated
signiﬁcantly enriched classes are reported with the respective adjusted P-values.
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DISCUSSION
In this study, we developed a pipeline capable to identify,
for the ﬁrst time, CNEs spanning Olfactores genomes. Our
analysis resulted in a set of 183 conserved non-coding
blocks (oCNEs). We showed that oCNEs mainly overlap
previously published UCEs and, although they are
syntenic among vertebrates, they are found in
non-syntenic loci in tunicates. Nevertheless, oCNEs are
signiﬁcantly associated with homeobox containing genes
and genes involved in organismal development; also, they
are signiﬁcantly enriched for binding sites recognized by
homeobox transcription factors. Such preponderance of
homeobox genes associated to oCNEs, in the genomic
context as well as in binding site predictions, could
indicate a complex network of interactions which,
during development, involve reciprocal regulatory relationship within this family of genes. The players of this
network (usually deﬁned as the ‘input’) appear to be the
same genes in all the animal groups studied, but the regulatory interactions and the domains of expression encoded
within these networks (often seen as the ‘output’), appears
to be different in distant groups [see Cameron and
Davidson (26) for a ﬁrst proposal of the input/output
theory]. Genomic fragments containing oCNEs act as
domain-speciﬁc enhancers in developing embryos of sea
squirt, mouse and zebraﬁsh without retaining the same
domain speciﬁcity between the groups. The crosstransgenesis experiments indicate that despite the long
evolutionary distance separating the species under investigation, conserved oCNEs can retain enhancer effect in
cross-species analysis and support the functional signiﬁcance of these conserved sequences. While the speciﬁcity
of enhancer effects is not fully retained, at least in the case
of Ciona E1, anterior telencephalic activity is enriched in
zebraﬁsh, which is reminiscent to the zebraﬁsh
orthologous element resulting mostly speciﬁc to the
anterior telencephalon. It is noteworthy that all elements

tested appear to enhance the activity of a minimal
promoter in ﬁsh as well as in Ciona. We chose to
amplify larger fragments because the conservation
between vertebrates and ascidians is limited to short sequences of 50 bps, which is unlikely to reﬂect the
minimal functional unit. Consistent with this expectation
oCNEs are anchored in longer regions conserved within
each respective group. Thus oCNEs might represent a part
of a speciﬁc regulatory element which, to work, would
need support from sequence elements found in the
ﬂanking regions.
With constant reﬁnements in the technologies capable
to detect non-abundant transcripts, the observations that
a large number of enhancers are also transcribed are
tangibly increasing (49,54,70,71), suggesting that, at least
in mammals, thousands of enhancers are transcribed.
Interestingly, the oCNE dataset also shows signiﬁcant
overlap with the eRNA dataset. This enrichment is not a
bias determined by the composition of vCNEs, indicating
that oCNEs probably belong to a speciﬁc class of enhancers, which can also be transcribed. Furthermore, we
indicate, by analyzing a large number of publicly available
ENCODE datasets, that they are unlikely to transcribe
short RNAs. It should be noted that for most eRNAs
and UCEs analyzed, the full length and nature of the
RNA molecules transcribed by these regions remains a
largely unresolved question. Indeed, in this work, we
demonstrated that oCNEs can effectively be transcribed
even if we have not directly addressed the functional association between the transcription and the enhancer
function. Further and more in-depth validations would
need to be conducted to verify the extent, nature and speciﬁcity of oCNE expression.
It is important to specify that our results depend heavily
on the methodology we used to identify oCNEs and that
some homology relationships might be missing from
current annotations. This raises the question whether
oCNEs might be identiﬁed by mere chance. Our
randomization-based ﬁltering approach, which makes
use of stringent FDR criteria indicating that <1 oCNE
could be false, is pointing against this idea. On the
contrary, given that other approaches were performed
with more lenient statistical stringency, it is possible that
we have missed some bona ﬁde oCNEs, which might
warrant future investigation. Similarly, our HMM
search of oCNEs in other species such as amphioxus
was performed stringently and might thus miss related
and relevant CNEs, which could have diverged beyond
the stringency of our approach. Manual curations of
results and the signiﬁcant overlaps with other relevant
datasets such as eRNAs, UCEs, ENCODE data and the
experimental evidence we produced are further proof of
oCNEs’ biological relevance. A different and altogether
more complex issue is to what extent oCNE-like
elements could arise by convergent evolution. We do not
have sufﬁcient data to tackle appropriately this issue but
we speculate that it could be unlikely if we consider a
parsimonious scenario for the evolution of such
elements. Finally, assembly errors could have generated
some of the extensive non-orthologous shufﬂing we have
observed. This is an important concern to address because
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reported the discovery of >1000 CNEs [deﬁned as phylogenetically conserved non-coding elements (PCNEs)]
among vertebrates or between vertebrates and amphioxus.
Out of 183 oCNEs, 122 overlap the published set of vertebrate PCNEs, and 42 of them overlap the set conserved
between vertebrates and amphioxus (data not shown).
These PCNEs are conserved collinearly between vertebrates and amphioxus as a result of the methodology
adopted. Our HMM approach could only map 4 out of
these 42 oCNEs in Amphioxus, despite identifying some
non-syntenic well-conserved oCNEs in this organism. This
is probably because of the fact that the alignments by
Hufton et al. were produced in a locus-speciﬁc way and
with an estimated false-positive rate between 2 and 10%
(based on two randomizations) as compared with our
oCNE analysis, which was performed genome-wide at
an FDR of 0.05%, and our HMM search, which was
calibrated at high stringency, i.e. to yield only the
original oCNE and close paralogs within the genome of
origin, and thus only similar conserved elements in other
genomes.
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from rediploidization events but no such results were
found. A different scenario to justify the unexpected variability observed in oCNEs, in terms of their location as
well as of their expression domains, could be addressed to
several peculiarities of the tunicate genomes. First,
tunicate genomes are highly re-arranged and experienced
extensive gene losses as compared with the non-duplicated
early chordate karyotype. Putnam et al. (16) have
identiﬁed 8437 gene families with members in amphioxus
and other chordates that represent the descendants of
genes found in the last common chordate ancestor. They
also estimate that subsequent family expansions have
generated 13 000 genes in amphioxus and vertebrates
and 7000 in C. intestinalis. The lower number of
tunicate genes is believed to be due to an extensive gene
loss, which caused 2000 genes to be lost (83). The
families of transcription factors that have lost
the highest proportion of orthologs in tunicates are the
homeobox, high-mobility group (HMG) and helix-loophelix (HLH) [see (84) and its supplementary for a complete
list of references and genes]. Intriguingly, these are the
same gene families, which appear to be enriched in
oCNEs. Hence, another mechanism that could justify
the shufﬂing of oCNEs is that it could be associated
with tunicate-speciﬁc gene losses and subsequent
genomic rearrangements. If oCNEs were present in the
chordate ancestor, they were probably co-opted by
non-homologous but functionally similar genes, in tunicates, after the loss or the extreme derivation of the originally associated ones. A recent study shows that the
roles of some Hox genes are not homologous to their vertebrate counterparts during Ciona larval development,
further supporting the evidence that functional
homology between tunicate and vertebrate genes is not
always observed (85). In addition, gene expression
dynamics of orthologous genes between developing
C. intestinalis and D. rerio embryos were shown to be
broadly divergent (18). Further support along this line is
given by the fact that Hox and ParaHox genes in
C. intestinalis are not organized in clusters, do not retain
spatial and temporal developmental gene expression collinearity and contain transposable elements in their
genomic loci (86,87). To us, this level of genomic and
proteomic variability, unique to tunicates, could have
occurred in concomitance with a peculiar rewiring of regulatory modules aimed at maintaining the chordate body
plan. A ﬁnal mechanism, which could be used to justify
the shufﬂing of such elements, derives by the observation
that they can be actively transcribed. Indeed, given that
any type of RNA can serve as template for reverse transcription (88), the fact that oCNEs are transcribed
suggests that they could have also been retrotransposed
in new locations by the same mechanism involved, for
example, in the creation of pseudogenes.
We thus propose that these conserved elements were
shufﬂed either in an active (retroposition) or passive
(rearrangements, rediploidization, derivation) fashion
and co-opted by similar genes. The necessity for them to
be shufﬂed is likely to have arisen during evolution of
chordates to accommodate the coding variability, extensive gene gains and losses, genomic re-arrangements and
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many of these elements are found in gene deserts in which
the lack of gene annotations can cause a higher proportion
of assembly errors. However, in our pipeline this is
unlikely because oCNEs originate from regionally
conserved collinear regions in each group of organisms.
Thus, to make an assembly error responsible for the generation of an oCNE, the same error should have occurred
twice in the same collinear manner in at least two different
organisms, which we believe to be highly improbable. It is
possible, though, that assembly errors could cause some
artiﬁcial duplication within the same genomic region of
similar oCNEs, as seen in the duplication analysis within
Ciona.
So, how can we explain the fact that such conserved
regions are not conserved in a collinear fashion? The
sequencing of new genomes could help us in shedding
light on this point. Classically, CNEs are considered collinear regulatory regions conserved among lineages in
terms of their position as well as in terms of their association to target genes whose sequences are conserved in
their respective lineage but not among different lineages
(6). oCNE elements do not appear to belong to this class,
because they are well conserved among different lineages
in terms of sequence while not being collinear. This is
supported by the observation that, genes associated to
oCNEs are signiﬁcantly enriched for groups of genes in
ascidians lacking clear vertebrate orthologs. Although
they are not associated to the same potential target gene,
they appear to maintain a clear preference for certain
functional classes of genes. Despite a longer divergence
time between amphioxus and vertebrates compared with
Ciona and vertebrates, the conservation of synteny with
vertebrates is greater for amphioxus than for Ciona (16).
About 74% of amphioxus scaffolds show a signiﬁcant
presence of orthologs from the same human chromosome,
while in Ciona, this proportion is 9%. The Oikopleura is
the only known chordate genome to show no signiﬁcant
conservation of gene neighborhood with other chordates
(79). Our sensitive pipeline has been able to ﬁnd a single
collinear element conserved between vertebrates and ascidians, and analysis in the amphioxus and Oikopleura
genomes show the presence of a minority of non-collinear
oCNEs. Such observations lead to speculation that these
elements could have been present in a chordate ancestor
and have been differentially lost or co-opted by different
genes during the dramatic changes that brought to the
differentiation of the chordate lineages. Particularly
intriguing are the ﬁndings that early vertebrate whole
genome duplications were predated by a period of
intense genome rearrangement (80) and that, in addition
to whole genome duplications, segmental and single-gene
duplications shaped the genomes of extant vertebrates
(81). A mechanism that can be taken into account
for the generation of non-syntenic conserved elements
in such a scenario can be accounted by partial
rediploidization following local- or whole-genome duplications, which, in vertebrates, have been demonstrated to
be at the basis of the retention of regulatory regions
deriving by exons of lost duplicated genes (82). We
screened oCNEs for speciﬁc overlap to cDNAs and
single whole genomes to understand if they could result
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